


ANNOUNCEMENTS

• Mythmoot Early Bird Registration: Ends Sunday, 1/7!
• Mythmoot Call for Papers!

• Spring Courses starting soon!



HOUSEKEEPING

• Messageboard Consensus concerning the Amazon 
project:  Let’s continue with Season 4 of Silm Film 
unless future news gives us cause to re-evaluate.  

• Also, Phillip Menzies would like someone to write 
lyrics for Melian’s song to create the Girdle.  



FËANOR IS FEY

• During the crossing of the sea, the host of 
Fëanor thinks they are the ‘first wave’
• Only after they arrive do they realize that they 

were not going to be a shuttle service
• Does Amrod discover that the journey is one 

way first?  Does he try to sneak back to 
Valinor?  Does Fëanor accidentally kill him 
during the ship-burning?
• Maedhros stands aside; no one else does.
• Fëanor’s distrust of Fingolfin is unreasonable, but no 

one questions his leadership.  



ON THE SHORE OF ARAMAN

• The Host of Fingolfin discovers that the Ships 
have left.
• Debate ensues – are the Fëanoreans coming 

back, or is this the first betrayal the Doom of 
Mandos spoke of?
• Many of their supplies (horses) are on the ships.
• Discovery of the shipburning – someone has a 

vision/dream to reveal Fëanor’s betrayal
• Tirgon or Fingolfin?

• The decision to cross the Helcaraxë is separate 
from the decision to continue after the Doom of 
Mandos, and does not happen immediately 
after they realize the Ships are not coming 
back.  They travel north along the shore.



REACTION TO THE SHIP BURNING

• The Falathrim are on ships along the coast, but 
do not see the fleet of Swanships sailed by the 
Fëanoreans into the Firth of Drengist.
• When the Ships burn, they see the fires from the 

island off the Coast.  By the time they arrive, the 
fires are finished and just the burned out ships 
remain.
• Círdan recognizes the swanships as the work of 

the Teleri elves, and assumes that villains such as 
the orcs have destroyed them.  
• Gothmog’s back!  He sees the fires and sends 

orcs to investigate.



RETURN TO VALINOR

• Finarfin returns to Tirion. 
• The Valar forgive them, but it’s 
a frosty welcome.  They lose the 
friendship of the Valar and the 
Teleri.
•Does Finarfin become king of 
the remaining Noldor?



QUESTIONS FOR NEXT TIME

• Session 3-14 on Friday January 19th

• How does the battle go in the North?  How 
are the Balrogs involved?

• How does the battle go in the South? How 
are the Ents involved?

• What are the reasons that the Noldor set out 
across the Helcaraxe? Which characters 
articulate which reasons?


